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Tuesday, December 12 of 2017
DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF MAR DEL PLATA,
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Guadalupe, Mother of the Americas
On this special day, dear children, on which we celebrate the Apparitions of the little Virgin of
Guadalupe, with joy and happiness, your Heavenly Mother returns to Argentina, and this time to
Mar del Plata to carry forward a planetary, and at the same time regional, mission by means of this
meeting of prayer.
In the first place, I wish to send My warmest maternal greetings to My children of Mexico, because
today it has been one year since the Little Virgin of Guadalupe touched mexican soil again.
In the second place, I would like to direct My Words of Love to all the children of Argentina and to
the region of the Southern Cone, for having adhered to and united with the important call to prayer
for the missing people in the Atlantic Ocean.
It is thus, My children, that today your Mother and Queen of Guadalupe returns after such a short
time to Argentina, in order to spiritually help the nation, and especially, all those who live here.
I would like, dear children, for this Vigil of Prayer to be dedicated on this day, not only to the
reality that Argentina is experiencing in society as in the people, but also dedicate it to all the other
nations of the world, especially the nations of Latin America that are facing the great tests of the
end of times.
Today I also send My maternal and spiritual assistance to Honduras, so that it may again find Peace
and true Justice in this time of crisis in humanity.
May each prayer that will be offered today by each human heart be sincere and real so that all the
pleas may touch the loving Heart of God and He, in His Infinite Glory, may pour out Grace and
Mercy upon the nations of the world.
Again, I tell you, My beloved children, that the Vigil of Prayer for Peace in the Nations is now a
fundamental duty and the commitment of all those who pray, knowing that in these times, in which
conflicts and social struggles are unleashed, a celestial intervention in certain nations of the world
is urgent; this rebuilds the human consciousness and its cosmic purpose at the level of the spirit.
May each new Vigil of Prayer be dedicated with a fervent love of the heart so that the doors of
Divine Compassion may open, and so that, in these times, all can be healed and repaired.
I will be grateful if the groups of the planetary Network-of-Light continue to visit the Marian
Centers as well as draw closer to the Communities-of-Light to help and to serve in each task.
In this cycle it will be indispensable to work to protect the founding bases of the Work of the
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Divine Messengers.
I thank you for responding to My call!
Who blesses you,
Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace
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